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SYNOPSIS
Multi-item flexible manufacturin~ systems have been spread to
correspond the short life-cycle and the diversification of
products. Part handlin~ plays an important role to operate
multi-functional robot efficiently in these systems, and many ji~s
are widely used to hold a part. They should be exchan~ed at once
accordin~ to chan~in~ products.
In this paper, we propose a pin ji~ which holds a part with
two pins, and desi~n method of the posi tion, len~th and diameter
of those pins for acyl indrical part. This ji~ has the followin~
characteristics. As a surface of the ji~ is inclined to use
~ravity, the part can be fixed without any external forces.
Therefore the structure of jiJ( becomes simple, and loadinJ( and
unloadinJ( of a part becomes easy for a robot hand.
1. INTRODUCT ION
Automatic assembly machines and robots have been introduced to construct
multi-item flexible manufacturiM systems to correspond the short life-cycle and
the diversification of products (1. 2) Whenever their products will be chanJ(ed,
manufacturiM line, robots, ji~s, etc. should be sli~htly readjusted. In such a
si tuation, a I ine and a robot can not be easi ly chan~ed accordin~ to their hi~h
cost and difficulty of rearran~ement. But even if in the lines have been introduced
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Fig. 1. The feature of pin jig.
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mul ti-functional robots, the jigs holding parts should be exchanged according to
changing products. So the jig structure should be simple, the part should be held
stably against external forces, and grasped easily by robot hands.
There are many types of jigs, for example, screw tightening type, pin hold
type, spring hold type (3). As the bol t or spring is used the external force to fix
a part, there exists a possibility to deform the part. The accuracy to fix the part
is proportional to the complexi ty of the jig, and more complex structure becomes
more expensive. Therefore it is necessary that the jig can be made easily, and its
structure is simple.
This paper proposes a method to design the pin hold type jig which can be used
to fix the part by pins. In the design of this jig, it is assumed that the shape of
the part is cylindrical because it is widely used, and a part is held by two pins.
The two fingers of the robot hand act in a parallel way, and the grasping direction
is perpendicular to the gravity along the surface of jig (4) Under these
condi tions, the pin dimensions, such as, the posi tion, length and diameter are
calculated.
2. THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PIN JIG
The parts are brought up or down vertically by a robot hand, and slide down on
the flat surface of jig palette which is inclined a degree. The part is held by
two pins. The feature of this jig is shown in Fig. 1.
The pin jig is designed under
the following conditions:
1) Parts can be fixed without
any artificial external force.
When a robot hand grasps or
re Ieases a par t, a high accuracy
of handling is not required.
2) The part is not tightly
bound by the pins, and there is no
gap between the pin and the part.
3) The statistical deviation
of the size of the part does not
affect the holding mechanism.
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3. DESIGN METHOD
3.1 Coordinate System
y
Fi~. 2. Coordinate system
S. I ( Xitl , YIt! , 0 )a
The coordinate system of this
pin jig is shown in Fig. 2. It is
assumed that the jig surface is the
reference plane (X-Y plane), the
center of gravi ty (G) on X-V plane
is the original coordinate (0,0,0),
the perpendicular axis through
original coordinate is Z-axis, the
coordinate of center of gravity is G
= (O,O,ZG), the grasping position of
left finger is Ll = (X PI , YPI ,ZPI),
right one is L2 = (X p 2, Yp 2,ZP2), the
coordinate of one tip of the pin is
S~I = (X.. I,Y.. "Z.. t>, the other S~2 =
(X..2, Y..:a,Z..:a), and those of pins on
X-V plane are Sbl = (X.. "Y.. "O), Sb2
= (X..2 ,Y"2,O).
The weight of a part is W grams (g), the grasping force of hands is P (g), the
diameter of the cyl indrical object is 2R (DID), the friction coefficient on X-V
plane is p., and the angle between horizontal plane and X-V plane is 0: (degrees).
3.2 The Location of the Pin.
Because of the symmetry of the part on X-V plane, the analysis is shown about
only one pin (S~I).
The X-V plane is inclined 0: degrees, and the downward force (P,) along the
X-V plane is given by the equation (1) (~)
P, = W· (sino: - p. • OJSo:) (1)
The resul tant (P) is calculated from the downward force (P,) and the grasping
force (P). r is denotes the grasping angle between P and X-axis.
(2)
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Let 8 be the angle between P and X-axis. 8 is obtained from P , P, and y
as follows.
8 tan-I {(P, + P . smy) / (P • cosy)} (3)
Let ~ be the angle between the X-axis and the line passed from the pin (Sbl)
to the center of gravity (G) of the part. P2 is put as the tangential force at Sbl,
P3 the force along the external normal I ine at the pin (Sbl), and p. I the friction
coefficient between a part and a pin.
The moment of rotation around the pin is considered. Let a downward moment of
rotation along X-V plane be Md, and a clockwise moment be Mr. The distances from
the pin to the load points are ~" and ~2.
Md and Mr are calculated from P, P" and R as follows.
P, = R • cos ~ P,
p=R·sin(,'l-y),p
(4)
(5)
If the condi tion (Mr > Md) is satisfied, the part is rotated clockwise around
the pin. Then the pin location is calculated under Mr ~ Md. The relation of ~ and
y is shown as follows.
P . R
sin (~ -
~ - r
sin(~ - y) ~ P, . R' cos,'l
r) ~ (P I / P) • cos ~
~ sin-I {(P, / P) . cos ~ }
(6)
~ is satisfied the equation as follows (7).
r ~ ~ - sin-I {(P, / P) . COS~) ( ~ >0) (7)
There is other relation between 8 and ~ from the balance of force at the
pin. The direction of tangential force of P is changed downward or upward according
to 8 > ~ or 8 < ~. So the balance of force is considered under two cases.
i) 8 > ~
In this case, the direction of P is downward along X-V plane as shown in Fig.
3. P2 is obtained from the following equation.
P sin (8 - ~) - p. P. 1 • cos (8 - ~) (8)
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If P2 ~ 0, the part can be supported
by the pin. Therefore the area satisfying
the inequal i ty P2 ~ 0 is shown as
follows.
p. sin«() - (3)-
p. fl." aJS«() - (3) ~ 0
sin«() (3) ~ fI.'·aJS«() (3)
tan«() (3) ~ fl.,
() - {3 ~ tan-' fI. 1
-R
R
- (J )
- (J )
e - (J
(3 ;;;; 6 - tan-' fI. , (9 ) p·sin(e-{J)
ii) 6<{3
In this case, the direction of P is
upward along X-Y plane. P2 is obtained from
the following equation.
Fig. 3. The relation betlOeen
pin position and P in case
of e > {J
P2 = p sin (f3 - () - p. fI. 1 • aJS (f3 - 6) (10)
If P2 > 0, the part wi II be sl id upward by tangential component of force (P).
Therefore the area satisfying the inequality (P2 ~ 0) is shown as follows.
e
til" I JJ. I
{J = e
90·
= e
{J
90 ------------------
(11){3 ~ () + tan-I fI. ,
p . sin ({3 - () - P . fl., • aJS ({3 - 6) ~ 0
Sin«(3 - 6) ~ fl." aJS«(3 - 6)
tan({3 - 6) ~ fl.'
{3 - () ~ tan -, fI. ,
From the inequality (9) and (11),
(3 is satisfied the following inequal i-
ty as shown in Fig. 4.
() - tan-I fl., ~ {3 ~ () + tan -1 fI. 1
o ( {3 ( 9O· , 0 ( () ( 9O· . (12) Fig. 4. The relation
behleen fj and ().
As angle ({3) is obtained from the above relations, the coordinate (X .. " Y.. ,)
of pin is calculated as follows.
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XSI = -R'())SfJ
Ysl = -R' sin fJ 03 )
The coordinate (XS2,YS2) of the other pin which is shown symmetry with respect
to Y-axis, is determined from the equations (14).
XS2 = R' ())S fJ
YS2 -R· sin fJ
3.3 The Length of Pin
(4)
The length of pin is calculated on the basis of balance of moment at the pin
tip (Stt).
The moment of force which presses down the X-Y plane in a clockwise direction
is shown by R, Wand a as follows.
R,W'())Sa 05 )
And the moment of force in a counterclockwise direction at the tip of the pin
is calculated as follows.
P . (lG - ls I) 06 )
1£ the moment of (5) is larger than that of (6), the part rotated at the
tip of the pin and falls down. Then the relation of these moment are satisfied the
following.
P . K . (lG - l .. I) ~ R . W . ())S a (7)
In this relation, K is the safety coefficient. And l-coordlnate (lsd of the
pin should be satisfied the following equation.
ls 1 ~ lG - R . W . ())S a / ( K . P (8)
lSI is determined as the value of left side of the inequality (8). And it is
assumed that ls2 is equal to l .. l.
3.4 The Diameter of Pin.
The pin should be proofed the strenp;th ap;ainst P. The diameter of the pin is
calculated from the followinp; equations.
The load on the pin (Q .. ,) is shown by f3 and P.
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Q.. , = P . OJS (f3 - f:J) (9)
The maximum bendinp; moment (Mat> at St' is p;iven as follows.
M.. , = Q"1 • Z"I (20 )
The diameter of the pin (d .. ,) is calculated from the equation (21)
d .. , :3 )32 . M"l / «(] • 1t) (21)
where (] is approval stress.
4. APPLICATION
We desip;ned the pin holdinp; jig for the parts of the electric motor to
assemble in the automated flexible assembly line. This motor was composed of five
parts of cylindrical shape: upper cover, stator, lower cover, rotor and bearinp;.
The specification of this motor was shown In Table 1.
The center of p;ravity of the part were calculated with Its cross section usinp;
imap;e processinp; device which was developed to measure three dimensional shape.
Position, lenp;th and diameter of the pin for parts of a motor were calculated
under the condition that (] was 3.0 119;/l1li\2, J.L and J.L' were 0.36, and CL was 30
dep;ree.
Table 1. The specification of the motor parts.
Di ame t er ( l1li\ ) Heip;ht (nm ) Weip;ht (p;)
Upper cover 100.0 20.0 133.0
Stator 100.0 71.5 1491.2
Rotor 53.0 112.0 649.0
Lower cover 44.0 3.6 24.7
Bearinp; 26.0 8.0 18.7
In these parts, the pin jip; was deslp;ned for upper cover. The coordinate of
center of p;ravl ty (0) of this part was (0, 0, 14.5), Its weip;ht ('II) was 133 (p;),
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its diameter (2R) was 100 (mm) and its hei~ht was 20 (mm).
And ~raspin~ points (L1, L2) of the robot fin~er were ~iven as follows.
Ll = (-50.0 0
L2 = (50.0 0
10.0)
10.0)
The holdiM force (P) of hands was put as 200~, and the direction of holdin~
force was parallel to the X-axis (8 = 0).
(1) The location (X"" Y"t>. (X"2, Y"2) of the pin.
The value of force (P,) was calculated from the equation (1).
W(sin a - p. • ros a) = 133.0 * (sin30° - 0.36 • ros300) 25.03 (~)
The value of aMle (8) and resul tant (P) were calculated from the equation
(2) and (3).
p = j(p. ros 8 )2 + (P, + p. sin 8 )2
!
= V (200 . rosO)2 + (25.03 + 200· sinO)2 = 20l.56(~)
8= tan-I(P, / P) = tan- I (25.03 /200) = 7.13°
The area of fJ was determined from inequality (6) and (7).
200 . 50 . sin ( fJ - 0) ~ 25.03 . 50 . ros fJ
tan fJ ~ 0.125
o < fJ ~ 7.13° (22 )
P. 1 and 8 were substituted in the inequality (12), the area of fJ was
obtained as follows.
8 - tan-'(p.,) ~ fJ ~ 8 + tan-I (p. t>
7.13 - tan-I (0.36) ~ fJ ~ 7.13 + tan-I (0.36)
-12.67 ~ fJ ~ 26.92° (23 )
fJ was determined as the maximum value which satisfied (22) and (23)
simultaneously. Therefore fJ was put as 7.13°.
The coordinate of the pin Sbl is determined from the equation (13), (14).
X", = -R' ros fJ = -50
y", -R' sin fJ = -50
ros7.13° -49.61 (mm)
sin7.13° = -6.21 (mm)
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Xa2 = R' M {3 = 50
Ya2 = -R· sin (3 = -50
M7.13° = 49.61 (mm)
sin7.13° -6.21 (mm)
(2) The lenKth (lal) of the Pin.
The leMth of the pin was determined under the condi tion of K = 2 from the
equation (8).
lal ~ lG - R'W, M a. / (K P)
~ 14. 5 - 50 . 133. 0 . M 30° / (2 . 201. 56)
~ 0.21 (24)
The lenKth of the pin was determined as the minimum value which satisfied the
equation (24). Therefore la' was put as 0.21 (mm).
(3) The diameter (d s ') of the pin
The pin position of the upper
cover is shown in FiK. 5.
The diameter of the pin was
satisfied the equations (9) ~ (21).
The resul ts of the other parts,
such as, ro tor, lower cover, bear inK
and stator were shown in Table 2. Fig. 5. The pin position of the upper cover.
o : holding position
. : pin posi tion
= P' M({3 - (J)
201.56 . MO = 201.56
QSI • lSI
= 201.56 . 0.21 = 42.33
sy"/32 . Ms , / (a''It)
s)32 . 42.33 /(3000.0 . 'It)
=0.53(mm)
Mal
dSI
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Table 2. The results of the motor parts.
Upper cover Stator Rotor Lower cover Bearing
Center of gravity G (1IJIl)
(O,O,Za) (0,0,14,5) (0,0,34,1) (0,'0,42,9) (0,0,1.1) (0,0,3.9)
Weigh t a f part WIg) 133.0 1491. 2 649.0 24.70 18.70
Work point of hand (1IJIl)
Ll (X"Y"ZJl (-50,0,0,14,5) (-50,0,0,45.0) (-26.5,0,42.9) (-22,0.0,0.8) (-13.0,0,3.9)
L2 (X2. Y2,Z2) (50.0,0,14.5) (50.0,0,45.0) (26,5,0,42.9) (22.0,0.0,0.8) (13.0,0,3.9)
Holding force P (g) 200.0 2240,0 970.0 37.0 28.0
Posi tion of pin (DID) •
Left 51 (XI,YI,Zd (-49.61, -6.21,0. 21) (-49.61, -6.21,35. 28) (-36.30, -3.29,35. 28) (-21,83,-2.73,0.01) (-12.90, -1.61,0.17)
Righ t S2 (X", v",Z,,) (49.61, -6. 21,0. 21) (49.61, -6.21,35.28) (36.30, -3. 29,35. 28) (21,83,-2.73,0.01) (12.90, -1.61,0.17)
Diameter of pin (IIIII) •
Left d, 0.53 6.17 4.89 0.11 0.25
Right d" 0.53 6.17 4.89 0.11 0.25
Notes *K=16
The rotor was consisted of the
axis of 9 JJID <p. The core was inserted
at 20 DIn from the end of rotation
axis. As the coordinate of the center
of p;ravity was (0,0,42.9), the part
could not stand alone stably, However,
this part was able to fix stable with
two pins by the proposed method as
shown in Fip;. 6.
d i arne ter 53 JJID <P
Fig. 6. The three dimensional
shape of the rotor.
and45 JJID ,
and the rotation
(w i d thcoremap;netic
5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed the desip;n method of a pin jip; to hold a part for a
flexible assembly line.
The characteristic of the proposed method is as follows.
1) As a part slid on inclined surface of jip; by the p;ravity, the part can be
fixed without any artificial external forces, and the structure become simple.
Furthermore the robot hand does not require hip;h accuracy to p;rasp a part.
2) A part on the jip; is held by two pins. And the pin position is determined on
the basis of the friction coefficient between a part and jip; surface, the p;raspinp;
position and foree of the robot hand, and welp;ht of the part. The lenp;th of the pin
is calculated according to the balance of the moment of rotation which is taken
into consideration of the safety coefficient at the pin, and its diameter is
calculated takinK in account the moment of rotation at the pin tip.
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